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Product Description

LS Tractor MT225E HST Compact Tractor
The MT225E Series is a high-value and feature-rich compact utility tractor.  Featuring a high-capacity front-
loader and three-point hitch is only the start of what this tractor series provides.  Additional deluxe features like 
an electric engaged Independent PTO come standard.

LS MT225E Features - 

Synchro Shuttle Transmission Models

Makes changing direction easier than competitive non-shuttle gear models. 12 forward/12 reverse gear 
transmission provides more operating speeds than others in its class for superior control, precision, and safe 
operations for virtually any application.

Lare, secure hand grip

Safely maneuver in and out of your tractor with a large comfortable fender grip.

Optional Quick Attach Front End Loader With Skid Steer Compatible Bucket

Easy to take off or attach loader and easily change loader attachments. With up to 1,900 lbs of lift capacity, it 
outperforms others in its class. Grill guard comes standard with loader rather than an option like others in its 
class.

Rubber Step Mat and Reinforced Step

Good quality rubber step mat on our flat, spacious platform can reduce vibration and noise and prevent slipping.
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PTO On/Off switch

Best easy and safety Independent PTO control with electric on/off switch. User-friendly design and location for 
simple PTO operation.

Your choice of tires

Choose ag, industrial, ag, or turf tires at no additional cost

Easy Open One-Piece Metal Hood

Provides accessibility for easy maintenance, and longer life of the tractor

Simple Gear Range Selections

Select your gear range or 2WD/4WD with a simple move of the levers

Optional Quick Attach Backhoe

Remove or attach in seconds. With 76" digging depth, 2,817 lbs of digging force, and 180º swing arc, it 
outperforms others in its class.

Comfort and Convenience

A comfortable ride with a deluxe cushioned seat with a convenient tool box and cup holder included.


